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INTRODUCTION
The annual qualification review provides qualification–specific support and
guidance to centres. This information is designed to help teachers preparing to
teach the subject and to help candidates preparing to take the examination.
The reviews are published in September and take into account candidate
performance, demonstrated in both on demand and series examinations, over
the preceding 12 months. Global pass rates are published so you can measure
the performance of your centre against these.
The review identifies candidate strengths and weaknesses by syllabus topic area
and provides examples of good and poorer candidate responses. It should
therefore be read in conjunction with details of the structure and learning
objectives contained within the syllabus for this qualification found on the
website.
The review also identifies any actual or proposed changes to the syllabus or
question types together with their implications.

PASS RATE STATISTICS
The following statistics are based on the performance of candidates who took this
qualification between 1 September 2013 and 31 August 2014.
Global pass rate

39.1%*

Grade distributions
Pass
Credit
Distinction

19.0%
16.7%
3.5%

* This figure excludes absences on the day of the exam
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GENERAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Strengths
•

Students are becoming more familiar with the requirements of the syllabus

•

Time management, which enables them to answer all the questions

Weaknesses
•

Not reading the questions fully, or re-checking their work

•

Not showing all their workings – this is a major issue (see later)

•

Issues with the narrative elements of questions/syllabus

•

Not showing an actual answer, but an extended formula (see exam paper
examples)
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TEACHING POINTS BY SYLLABUS TOPIC

1 Short-term cost behaviour
•

1.1 Define costs as variable, semi-variable, stepped or fixed

•

1.2 Separate costs into fixed and variable (Series 3)

•

1.3 Use the high low method (Series 2)

•

1.4 Calculate costs per period (Series 3)

•

1.5 Forecast costs using the high/low method (Series 2)

•

1.6 Explain the effect of time on cost behaviour

Question 1a (Series 2) required students to break down costs (fixed and
variable) and by function - it was reasonably well answered
Question 1a (Series 3) required candidates to use the high-low method but with
an index. Many candidates answered this poorly - they were either unable to use
an index or misread the question.

2 Cost/volume/profit analysis
•

2.1 Calculate the contribution/sales ratio

•

2.2 Explain and calculate the break-even point (Series 2/3)

•

2.3 Explain and calculate the margin of safety

•

2.4 Apply CVP analysis (Series 2)

•

2.5 Construct charts (Series 3)

•

2.6 Read the B.E and MOS from a chart

•

2.7 Discuss the assumptions and limitations of CVP analysis (Series 2)

Q1 b (Series 2) was answered well. However 1c and 1d were not well answered
as candidates were unable to apply their knowledge of CVP analysis. With most
papers the written part was poorly answered - many candidates repeating a
model answer that was unrelated to the question.
Q1 b and c (Series 3) required the candidate to calculate the contribution, break
even and plot a profit volume chart. This was generally well done. However, a lot
of candidates did not draw the chart on the graph paper provided and did not
label their items correctly. Candidates should note that a graph is all about the
presentation and the ability to be read by another person clearly.
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3 Short-term decision-making
This syllabus topic area is a compulsory topic area
•

3.1 Absorption and marginal costing – terms

•

3.2 Absorption and marginal costing – profit statements (Series 2)

•

3.3 Usefulness of absorption and marginal costing (Series 2)

•

3.4 Relevant costs and limitations (3.10)

•

3.5 Limiting factor analysis (3.6, 3.7 and 3.9) (Series 3)

•

3.8 Linear programming

•

3.11 Identify products or departments for closure

•

3.12 The limitations of short term decision making

•

3.13 Calculate a selling price for a product (3.13)

Question 4 a, b & c (Series 2) required profit statements based on marginal and
absorption costing. The same topic appeared in Series 3 1013. The majority of
students found this question challenging. This area of work requires concentrated
study and a good deal of exam practice. It is not an area that a student can rote
learn or copy model answers. The written q (4d) was poorly answered.
Q5 (Series 3) was a make or buy question. This also appeared in 2013. The
answers in 2014 were an improvement on 2103. The written part (5b) was
reasonably well answered. Make or buy is a topic area that hadn't been covered
for some time until 2013 - students should be prepared to expect questions from
the whole of the syllabus area. (See additional comment on the next page)

4 Budgetary planning and control
•

4.1 Benefits, limitations and process

•

4.2 Budget planning and control

•

4.3 Principle budget factor (4.4)

•

4.4 Prepare a variety of budgets (4.5) (Series 2)

•

4.6 Flexible budgets (4.7 and 4.8)

•

4.9 Other approaches and behaviour

•

4.10 Behavioural aspects
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A small question appeared in Series 2 (Q2d) - prepare a budgeted profit
statement. This was well answered by the majority of candidates.
This topic area did not appear in Series 2 or 3 (2013) apart from Q1 in Series 2
which had a question based on flexible budgets

5 Cash & working capital management
•

5.1 Explain liquidity and cash flow

•

5.2 Cash budgets (5.3)

•

5.4 Working capital requirements (5.6) (Series 2)

•

5.5 Working capital budgets (Series 2)

•

5.7 Reconcile profit and cash (budgets)

•

5.8 Interpret w/c ratios (5.9) (Series 3)

•

5.10 Calculate the w/c cycle (Series 2)

Q2 a, b & c (Series 2) involved working capital management. Most candidates did
well on parts a and b. Part c proved problematic. The first two parts asked for
the information in days, whilst part c asked for the information in values (£000).
Many candidates didn't read this and tried to give an answer in days. This type of
question has appeared in many series and is a prime area of the syllabus.
Q4 (Series 3) asked for the working capital ratios and their meaning. Most
candidates could calculate the ratios reasonably well but the majority of students
failed to give a reasonable analysis of what the ratios actually meant. A similar
question appeared in Series 2 2013. Candidates were also asked to refer to the
financial statement provided in the question, but failed to do so.

6 Standard costing and variances
This syllabus topic area did not feature in Series 2 2014
•

6.1 Explain the meaning of a standard cost

•

6.2 Calculate total sales, selling price and sales volume

•

6.3 Direct material variances

•

6.4 Define the standard hour

•

6.5 Direct labour variances

•

6.6 Fixed production overhead variances (6.7)

•

6.8 Reconcile budgeted and actual profits
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•

6.9 Calculate standard or actual costs

•

6.10 Cost control

•

6.11 Interpret variances

•

6.12 Calculate production ratios

•

6.13 Explain the use of ex-ante and ex-post standards

•

6.14 Calculate and interpret planning/operational variances

Q2 a & b (Series 3) featured the calculation of fixed overhead variances which
was generally well answered. Part b required a reconciliation which was not well
answered.

7 Long-term decision-making
Once again a compulsory topic area
•

7.1 Difference between long term and short term decision making

•

7.2 Relevant and irrelevant costs

•

7.3 Capital appraisal techniques – payback and ARR

•

7.4 DCF appraisal techniques (7.5 and 7.7)

•

7.6 NPV and IRR discounting methods (7.8 and 7.9)

•

7.10 Calculate discounted payback

•

7.11 Calculate a profitability index

•

7.12 Calculate a weighted average cost of capital

•

7.13 Apply risk analysis

•

7.14 Incorporate inflation in appraisal techniques

•

7.15 Interpret analysis

The Series 2 question (5a) was well answered by most students except for the
ARR, which required the calculation of the profit and the average investment
value. This continues to give many candidates problems despite appearing in
many papers. Part b required the calculation of a profitability index which caused
quite a few students problems. Part c which was an unusual calculation was
poorly answered by the majority of candidates, as was the written part (d)
despite this appearing in one of last year's papers.
Q3ai (Series 3) was poorly answered by many candidates who could not work out
the net cash flow. Part 3a(iii) required a 'discounted' payback which many
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candidates failed to provide. The written part (b) was poorly answered; showing
a lack of understanding.

8 Performance evaluation
This topic area did not feature in Series 3
•

8.1 Explain why an enterprise may wish to decentralise

•

8.2 Define cost, profit and investment centres

•

8.3 Evaluate centres based on ROCE and RI

•

8.4 Contrast ROCE with RI

•

8.5 Calculate and interpret Profitability and use of Asset Ratios

•

8.6 The Balanced Scorecard – not covered these series

•

8.7 Financial and non-financial performance measures - not covered these
series

•

8.6 Explain why transfer pricing is necessary - not covered these series -

•

8.9 Calculate market and cost based transfer prices - not covered these
series -

Q5c (Series 2) asked students to explain what is meant by the terms residual
income and return on capital employed. Many candidates showed the formulae
for calculating these two items, which was not what was requested. Q5d
requiring the calculations of these two items was reasonably well answered.
Further guidance
In order to improve their performance and secure the minimum pass mark in
future examinations, candidates are advised to:
•

Have a clear understanding of the elements of the eight syllabus topics
through formal instruction provided by reputable teaching institutions;

•

Learn the relevant managerial accounting concepts and terminologies in
order to adequately attempt the narrative parts of questions;

•

Practice past exam questions on a regular basis, under strict examination
condition;

•

Read the requirements of a question as these are designed to assist in
answering the question;

•

Plan the layout of an answer before beginning to carry out calculations;

•

Show clear workings in questions that require calculations.
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A major failing for many candidates (particularly the weaker students) is an in
ability to show workings. A further cause for concern seems to be that a lot of
students (who are presumably good at Maths) are entering long calculations into
their mathematical calculators and then writing down the equation as the answer
to the question. You will see examples of this in the section showing copies of
actual student responses.
Tutors and students should be aware of the ‘rule’ that if an answer is correct
(without workings) the examiner is duty bound to give it the required marks.
However, if an answer is incorrect, without 'adequate' workings, the examiner is
not required to determine how the candidate arrived at that answer in an
attempt to award partial marks. Tutors and students should also be aware that
the examiner is under no obligation to try and interpret the student's answer, nor
complete any partial calculation.
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EXAMPLES OF CANDIDATE RESPONSES
Based on Q4 series 3 2014
The following financial information has been extracted by Sing When for the
financial year ending 30th May 2014:
£000
Sales
780
Purchases
330
Closing stock of finished goods 57
Debtors
72
Bank overdraft
Creditors

25
48

Further information:
All of the sales and purchases were on credit.
1 year = 365 days.
The opening stock of finished goods was £47,000.
REQUIRED:
(a)

Calculate the following working capital ratios (to two decimal places):
(i)

finished goods stock turnover (number of times).

(ii)

debtor collection period (days).

(3 marks)
(2 marks)

(iii) creditor payment period (days).

(2 marks)

(iv) current ratio.

(1 mark)

(v)

(2 marks)

acid test (quick) ratio.

(b) Using the ratios calculated in (a), as well as the financial information
provided, critically comment on the liquidity of the company, using the
following industry averages as a basis for
your answer:
Ratio

Industry average

Stock turnover

10 times per year

Debtor collection period (days)

35 days

Creditor payment period (days)

35 days
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(c)

Current ratio

1.75 : 1

Acid test (quick) ratio
(6 marks)

1.0 : 1

Calculate the change in value, in the relevant balance sheet item, resulting
from each of the following, and indicate whether it is an increase or
decrease:
(i)

(ii)
marks)

an increase of 15 days in the period of credit granted to customers.
(2 marks)
a reduction of 10 days in the credit terms offered by suppliers. (2

(Total 20 marks)
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